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application. Apache/2.4.41 (Ubuntu) server at sourcing.gftn.panda.org Port 443 | How -to - Motor and Drivetrainmay 24 of 2011 Vieave all the 1 photos if there have been some time in the various forums in line, has seen the mandatory, what manual transmission should it use? mail. Very often, the PSTER wants a street/strip configuration; Something
that will be easy to drive on the street but that could endure some releases in the local dragstrip. We all want that, truth? We all want something between the T-5 that is in dad â € ™ 93 Mustang GT and the Jerico we see on YouTube receiving the absolute blow of snacks in the dragstrip. The choice is not always so simple and that is what we are going
to discuss in this article. Like a camshaft or an admission collector, there is a mybow of options and all depend on several very key facets on their particular construction. We are going to break down the most common scenarios (Street, Street/Strip) for you and then list the most common options on that scenario. It will notice that as we move towards
the most racing applications, the options will become less and more specialized. On the other hand, we will only include transmissions of post -sales commonly available. Otherwise, I would still be reading this article the next month. The first category, and probably the most common, would be the street/cruise category. This would encapsulate the
daily pilots, and the guy with the Sãºper sweet, restored 67 Mustang Fastback that never exceeds 55 mph or 2,500 rp. For automviles with motors of less than 350 they have everything open for you as an option. This would include Tremec T-5, Tremec TKO 500/600, Richmond 5/6-speed, Tremec Magnum T-56, and for you older children, Ford Top
Loader. We know you're saying, you said it would only include transmissions from the back market. Why do you mention the Top Loader? Well, there's a lot of top loader salesmen selling you around, offering everything from spice to nice, and we'll talk more about it a little later. For you with more horsepower, you can check against the comments we
will add together with each transmission in the following notes. For the most part, you want a train that will be able to support what your engine will turn off. Since we're talking only about street cars, we'll assume that no one with drag radials or slicks will be in this category. The T-5 has been for a long time, offering reliable performance in several
vehicles such as the Ford Mustang, Chevrolet Camaro, Pontiac Firebird, Chevrolet S-10, and more. The previous versions were valued at less than 310 lb-ft torque, while the new T-5 you can get from Tremec is valued at about 330 lb-ft. While there are after-sales gears available, the most common gear ratios for the T-5 include a 2.95:1 First gear and
a 0.63:1 Overdrive. The input shaft is 1116x10-spline.1. Very light to 75 pounds 2. Great transmission of change, fast and soft 3. Large variety of market changers available 4. Pretty cheap for a new gearbox 5. It comes with its own factory change Cons: 1. Only qualified for 330 lb-ft. We have seen actions 5.0L The Mustangs break them The TKO
500/600 is an absolute horse of work when it comes to transmissions of passenger cars. The 500 and 600 denote how much torsion the transmissions will have. The key here is that it is valued in continuous pairs, bythat the TKO 500 can handle 500 lb-ft the entire day. These transmissions replace the TREMEC 3550 and 3550-TKO. that seemed quite
similar, but did not have the pair ratings that these transmissions have. The 500 TKO is available with two different axis options: 1116x10-Spline and 118x26-Spline. This last one increases the torque capacity of the transmission, but tremec does not list a separate torque qualification for that option. For gear ratios, the first gear is 3.27: 1 and
Overdrive is 0.68: 1 Tko 600 is available only with an entry axis 118x26-Spline. It is available, however, with two different overdrive ratios, 0.82: 1 or 0.64: 1. Pros 1. average weight at 105 pounds 2. wide variety of market changers / handjob The changer where he needs it 5. Short input axes available so that he can use a TKO with a high level bell
tower. It also has a mechanical speed disposition, along with a velocoteter disposition electrínicocons: 1. He does not like to be rose That a top-lader or T-5, so transplanting this in its anterior muscle car may require some modifications. For example, to achieve the adequate pinion unit in a major Mustang, the bra within the transmission tunnel may
need to trim or a little persuasion. In some ancient galaxies, the transmission toll has to be completely rebuilt Richmond transmissions have been here for a while. Before the tko came, they were essentially their only optic for a five -speed box that would handle some abuse. The only thing about them is that, unlike tremec boxes, Richmond
transmissions continue to use a change connection like transmissions of old muscle cars. This can be a pro or contra, depending on the way you look at it. In a Ford model (because it's the only one that matters, right)?offers 5 speeds in a street version and a race version. both are offered with a higher loader depth input shaft or a longer input shaft,
which will be used with a deeper bellhousing. the input shaft can be an 1116x10-spline or a 118x26-spline. classified with 450 lb-ft torque, the transmission of the street has a first march of 3.28: 1 and a fifth march of 1: 1 (no overstretch.) road race trans has a variety of team relationships to choose from. There is also a 5-speed super street
transmission of richmond. it has a 600 lb-ft rating of torque and is available with the same dimensions of input shaft and gear ratios as the oldest of 5 speeds. The 6-speed rod is quite similar to the 5-speed super street, except that there is an over-share available. the relationship of that overshare depends on which gear orders the transmission. pros:
1. smaller overall size to fit in the transmission tunnel of most cars 2. many running relationships available 3. comes with a long change: 1. quite expensive for a five-speed or six-speed gearbox. In fact, they are the most expensive transmissions of our alignment today 2. external changes lever links, which may need configuration and garlic 3.
depending on the back relationship, transmission relationships may or may not add the bill for younot to have an overshare can be a decisive factor for some, while others with numerically low rearg relationships can benefit from the first low march that this punk of a transmission is classified by 700 lb-ft torque. yes, 700. the ford version of the
transmission comes with a spline input axis 118x26 and two transmission relationship options: a first march 2.66: 1,sixth march; or a first march of 2.97: 1, 0.50 sixth march. like a tko, the positions of the shift lever are changing, which will allow you to place the shift lever in the transmission tunnel where you need it. options 3.Provisions related to
vetemeter 4. It comes with its own change of fabrica 5. Even a version for the S197 platform available 6. We mentioned that it will have 700 lb-ft of torque? 7. Six gears (if you need them) Cons: 1. very heavy and long 2. One of the most faces 3. may need modification/manufacturing made to the middle plate for use with some clutch kits, such as the
MCLEOD/RAM twin discs The Ford Top Loader (called the Top Loader because it loads the guts through the upper part) has been around the years 60. There is a reason for that: it is a hard safe. Available in two different entrance/output size, the 1116x10-SPLINE (small input) or 138x10-SPLIN The physical and changer locations, the Top Loader
could fit everything from a 289 Shelby charges a large block galaxie. While being a four -speed gear, the gears of the old school still love the design and strength of the Ford Top Loader. This author has never seen an official torque qualification for the top loader, but the experience would provide an approximate estimate of 500 lb-ft for the small
entry version, while the large entry could handle 600 lb-ft. Pros: 1. It will handle a pair of torque 2. It can be done to adapt to many different cars of cars 3. You can find good usable numbers or reconstructible numbers for not much money 4. You can easily rebuild with some tools and a certain Patience 5. Small general size, it fits in many
transmission timers including fox Mustangscons: 1. quite heavy, the entire case of melting / tail 2. No overdrive 3. Change of external link that needs configuration and adjustment our second Category is the round trip category. nI nI .n©Ãibmat atsip al a ravell atsug el euq ellac al ed seroderroc sol arap odaiporpa aÃres n©Ãibmat erbmon etsE
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FFO Tgir.eor who is yalp ot trats sccils dna slaidar ard ,yrogetac The close thing you want to remain close to farabrica / stock, and if your particular vehicle will accommodate a transmission of the posterior market. Many owners are anxious to change to an overdrive transmission, or a transmission that will endure much power, but they are not so
anxious to get rid of the rectifier of the É¡igle and start cutting into things. When you have taken your mind in the previous questions, then you need to sit and decide what transmission fits better with the rest of your combination. Let's look at an example: its 347ci SBF runs heads of 205cc, compression 11: 1, and a maid of sí³lido rollers that place the
HP peak around 7,000. 1,200 rpm likes to sniff. As a motor builder, this author sees many street cars running around with combinations like this. When you catch a small engine up to 1,600-1,800 rpm with a cattle that does not become efficient until 2,000 rpm, you get the day. Now, with that low RPM day or a lack of response to low RPM break, do
you want to match your car with an overdrive that has a cruise at 1,600 rpm? The combination also depends on the relationship of forwarding, what is pneumatic size running at the back, and more. However, the principle is still valid here: it coincides with the transmission ratios with the general configuration of its vehicle. On the contrary, we have
another example: its 496ci faith is executing aluminum heads, compression 9.5: 1, and a hydrogen roller dot that reaches around 5,200 rpm. It sinks at 750 rpm with just a Lope and throws like a tank running. You could match this engine with a transmission that has a 0.82: 1 surpassed or 1: 1 of high gear relationship, but if the rest of the parts of the
traccin not to equip the transmission with an overdrive that would allow the you cruise to a low rpm. Once again, building a car where all parties work together is a blessing. All this same informationto the first gear relationship of the transmission. A 5.0L Mustang with a 4.30 rear. at 2.32: 1 first team of a close relationship Ford Top Loader. Let's get
to the complete cycle with the conclusion. If you are looking for advice on what manual transmission to buy, the first thing that should be considered would be the budget. Once you discover how much money you can throw to toys, try to match the transmission with the power/torque you plan to do. There is no use in spending $ 1,500 in a
transmission when it will break it the first time you introduce your right foot to the firewall. If you can make a liquid selection to that point, then the last option will be based on the combination of the characteristics of the transmission to the rest of the vehicle. After that, everything is a soft candle. Share on Facebook Buy on Twitter
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